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Aqua-Eez POOL Protocol 
     Check List 
 

Filling 

1. Connect the following 
 

a. Hot Water Hose ½” RED (snap connections both ends). �  
From Pool to Sink 

b. Cold Water Hose ½” BLUE (snap connections both ends). �  
From Pool to Sink 

c. Waste Hose CLEAR (screw connections both ends).  �  
From Pool to Pump 

d. Short Waste Hose CLEAR (screw connection one end). �  
      From Pump to Drain 
e. Pump to GFI Electrical receptor.    �  

 
NOTE: Towels placed at connection sites will pickup any water that may drip while the 
connections are being made. 
 
NOTE: A bathmat with suction cups can be placed into the pool to prevent the 
possibility of slippage by the patient. These can be removed and cleaned for future use.  

 
2. Position Pool (remember once the Pool is full it seats and                            

becomes stationary).       �  
 
3. Check that Pool drain in closed     �  

4. Start the water flow at Sink (both hot and cold water lines)  �  

5. Set Temperature at Pool      �  

6. Start water flow at Pool      �   

7. Fill Pool with desired water temperature    �  

8. Check the temperature      �  

9. Once the pool is filled above Foot Rests Assist the Patient to enter �  

10. Insert and Lock all Panels (3) in place    �  

11. Patient should NEVER be Left Alone while in Pool  �  

12. When desired water level is reached shut off water flow at Pool �  
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Emptying 

13. Open Drain        �  

14. Once the trap on the Pump is full start Pump    �  

15. Observe the flow rate into drain (if too strong be ready to shut                             
pump down until the drain is once again clear)   �  

 
16. When Pool is Totally Empty, Clean with a not abrasive solution �  

17. Shut off the water flow at Sink (both hot and cold water lines) �  

18. Open flow at Pool to release the remaining water PRESSURE �  

19. Disconnect the following 

a.  a. Hot Water Hose ½” RED (snap connections both ends). �  
From Pool to Sink 

b. Cold Water Hose ½” BLUE (snap connections both ends). �  
From Pool to Sink 

c. Waste Hose CLEAR (screw connections both ends).  �  
From Pool to Pump Pool end “ONLY” 
This hose can be rolled toward Pump and draped over                         
Pump cart for easy maneuverability  

d. Short Waste Hose CLEAR (can be left on).   �  
e.  Pump to GFI Electrical receptor.    �  
 

20. Remove ALL Panels (3) before transporting pool.   �  

NOTE: Hot & Cold water lines can be snapped together to prevent dripping during 
transport. 
 

21. Store all above parts or relocate and setup in another room  �  

The NOTES are suggestions made by the users of the Aqua-Eez POOLS and have been 
incorporated into our set-up and breakdown procedure. Any and all suggestions are 
welcome and appreciated. 
   

Any Questions Call Toll Free (888) 707-POOL 


